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A cousin of “critical” is “scientific.” The word introduces other complications but the scientific state of mind is also essentially skeptical — what’s your theory?, show me the data

william watson: critical thinking vs. critical theory
All schools and departments under the University of Tennessee have created their own “Diversity Action Plan” to promote diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI), according to documents made public by the

university of tennessee ‘volunteers’ students for critical race theory
The Horry County School Board passed a resolution Monday night banning critical race theory in Horry County classrooms. The resolution was passed with a 11 to 1 vote. Board member Janet Graham was the

critical race theory not taught in horry schools. why did the board banning it anyways
His comments to the State Board of Education come as members consider new social studies curriculum after being accused of teaching critical race theory, which he denied doing.

author of “critical race theory” ban says texas schools can still teach about racism
And so one way that social scientists think about this Again, it’s not even critical race theory. It’s not even teaching the history of public-school segregation, which existed up until very

newsmakers one-on-one: a conversation on critical race theory — what it is and what it isn’t
A school board in North Texas has passed a wide-ranging set of policies limiting the discussion of gender identity and limiting the teaching of critical race theory in schools The

texas school board votes to limit discussion on ‘gender fluidity,’ nonbinary pronouns, critical race theory
employees and contractors cannot discuss topics in public policy or social affairs, including specific books that address race and CRT. These include The 1619 Project, “Critical Race Theory

critical social theory in public
ALL ONE IN CHRIST also demonstrates that Critical Race Theory, far from being a remedy for racism, is, in fact, a new and insidious form of racism that cannot be reconciled with the social teaching of

can catholics follow any part of critical race theory?
And these tenets were so useful they’ve been adopted by scholars of education, public policy, and sociology. Critical race theory’s main principles—that race is a social construction and

critical race theory’s merchants of doubt
Buffalo Public Schools has a detailed plan to use some of the school system’s federal COVID-19 relief funds for college credit programs that teach students critical race theory.

buffalo public schools proposed using covid funds for critical race theory
Like so many district school systems in Arizona’s more multi-cultural and racially diverse precincts, PUSD has drifted into a “social justice” philosophy of education that has replaced traditional

breaking trust: critical race theory and pusd - david stringer
Some parents have been raising concerns about the teaching of critical race theory in public schools in the United political, social and cultural contexts inform contemporary realities and

why critical race theory should inform schools
Schools across the country have made considerable efforts to incorporate aspects of critical race theory into math curricula In June, Minneapolis Public Schools approved over $2 million

woke math? how critical race theory found its way into math curriculum
Ray’s focus is entirely on the body of ideas that the backlash promoters don’t want the broad general public to understand. Because if people did understand what critical race theory really is

beyond the right-wing panic: why “critical race theory” actually matters